SELF-ASSEMBLY GAME SET
To create the components,
fold where there are
arrows and then cut along
the dotted lines.
(Use
as guides.)

TO CREATE
GAME BOARD
Print the following 4 pages of this
document onto 8.5” x 11” paper
and then tape or glue the
sections together.
Use the right image as a guide.
The encircled numbers here
correspond to the page order of
the 4 pages. You will want to find
where the sheets overlap, cut
away excess, and tape these
together.
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PROOF SPONSOR
CAN FINANCIALLY
SUPPORT YOU

Safe Zone

This is the minimum recommended border
area. If you want a border around the edge
of your gameboard, you will want it to extend
the width of this guide on each side of the board.

3

DO NOT place ANY important
text/images beyond this
dotted line. Anything past the
dotted line has the potential for
being trimmed. This line is provided
to prevent trimming of your text/images.

Get to fingerprint

Bleed Zone

Extend any game artwork/color to the
edge (covering the gray) if you want your
design to extend to the edge on the final
print. We require a bleed of 1/8”. Please use
the Safe Zone guide line to prevent trimming
of essential text/images. The bleed is to make
sure your design/color extends to the edge of
the board.

2

Border Area

Your case manager wants to make sure
your sponsor is not a stranger and actually
someone who has a relationship to you!
She asks your sponsor to send proof of your
sponsor’s relationship to you.

This is the minimum recommended border
area. If you want a border around the edge
of your gameboard, you will want it to extend
the width of this guide on each side of the board.

Get to relationship document

Extend any game artwork/color to the
edge (covering the gray) if you want your
design to extend to the edge on the final
print. We require a bleed of 1/8”. Please use
the Safe Zone guide line to prevent trimming
of essential text/images. The bleed is to make
sure your design/color extends to the edge of
the board.

Bleed Zone

Your case manager needs fingerprints of
all the people living with your sponsor
who are 18-years-old and older.

This is the actual cutline of
your final design.

PROOF OF SPONSOR’S
RELATIONSHIP TO YOU

Border Area

This is the actual cutline of
your final design.

Trim Line

DO NOT place ANY important
text/images beyond this
dotted line. Anything past the
dotted line has the potential for
being trimmed. This line is provided
to prevent trimming of your text/images.

Safe Zone

4” W x 10” H
GAME MAT TEMPLATE
www.thegamecrafter.com

PLEASE NOTE:

Remove this layer before sending
the file to print. This layer is
provided as a guide for set up.
DELETE AFTER USE.

1

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION

FINGERPRINTS OF ALL
ADULT HOUSEHOLD
MEMBERS

Trim Line

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION

If total is less than 4 or you
didn’t say 3 items: You’re not
yet approved. The government
is doing a home study to make
sure you’re going to a safe
place. Try again next turn.

Get to financial document

If total is 4 or more: Say the 3
items you collected, and you’re
approved!

On the turn after you’ve
collected these 3 items, roll

PLEASE NOTE:

4

You want to live in the U.S.
with somone you know.

Remove this layer before sending
the file to print. This layer is
provided as a guide for set up.
DELETE AFTER USE.

REUNIFICATION

Your case manager wants to be sure your
sponsor can afford to take care of you!
She asks your sponsor to send financial
documents as proof.

REUNIFICATION

YOU’RE READY
TO SUBMIT FOR

.

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION

means you want to live in the U.S. with someone you know

4” W x 10” H
GAME MAT TEMPLATE
www.thegamecrafter.com

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION





Pathway: Reunification
Print a reunification set (p. 6-7) for each player who may choose this pathway.
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1

1

PRUEBA DE RELACIÓN
ENTRE TÚ Y TU
PATROCINADOR

PROOF OF SPONSOR’S
RELATIONSHIP TO YOU

2

2

LAS HUELLAS DIGITALES
DE TU PATROCINADOR

YOUR SPONSOR'S
FINGERPRINTS

3

3
PRUEBA DE QUE TU
PATROCINADOR
PUEDE MANTENERTE

PROOF THAT YOUR
SPONSOR CAN TAKE
CARE OF YOU
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If total is less than 4 or you
didn’t say 3 items: Your case is
still being decided. Try again
next turn.

If total is 4 or more: Say the 3
items you collected, and you’re
approved!

Safe Zone

This is the minimum recommended border
area. If you want a border around the edge
of your gameboard, you will want it to extend
the width of this guide on each side of the board.

3

DO NOT place ANY important
text/images beyond this
dotted line. Anything past the
dotted line has the potential for
being trimmed. This line is provided
to prevent trimming of your text/images.

Trim Line

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION

AGREEMENT BETWEEN
YOU & FOSTER CARE
HOME OR GROUP
PHONE INTERVIEW
WITH FOSTER FAMILY
HOME OR GROUP

Get to the case manager

Now that you've talked with them, you
and the foster care home both get to decide
if you want to live together. Take some
time to think about it. If you want to live
with them, let your case manager know.

On the turn after you’ve
collected these 3 items, roll

PLEASE NOTE:

This is the actual cutline of
your final design.

Get to phone

2

Bleed Zone

Border Area

You must ask a lawyer to write a letter to
your case manager saying you want to live
with a foster care family. The lawyer must
also write a statement saying you qualify
to fight your case to stay in the U.S.

This is the minimum recommended border
area. If you want a border around the edge
of your gameboard, you will want it to extend
the width of this guide on each side of the board.

Get to the law office

Extend any game artwork/color to the
edge (covering the gray) if you want your
design to extend to the edge on the final
print. We require a bleed of 1/8”. Please use
the Safe Zone guide line to prevent trimming
of essential text/images. The bleed is to make
sure your design/color extends to the edge of
the board.
This is the actual cutline of
your final design.

Trim Line

DO NOT place ANY important
text/images beyond this
dotted line. Anything past the
dotted line has the potential for
being trimmed. This line is provided
to prevent trimming of your text/images.

Safe Zone

4” W x 10” H
GAME MAT TEMPLATE
www.thegamecrafter.com

PLEASE NOTE:

Remove this layer before sending
the file to print. This layer is
provided as a guide for set up.
DELETE AFTER USE.

1

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION

Bleed Zone

Extend any game artwork/color to the
edge (covering the gray) if you want your
design to extend to the edge on the final
print. We require a bleed of 1/8”. Please use
the Safe Zone guide line to prevent trimming
of essential text/images. The bleed is to make
sure your design/color extends to the edge of
the board.

STATEMENT OF RELIEF
QUALIFICATION

Border Area

FEDERAL FOSTER CARE

Your case manager has found a potential
foster care home for you to live! You must
talk to the foster care home or group and
get to know them.

You want the government to
find you a home in the U.S.
to live.

Remove this layer before sending
the file to print. This layer is
provided as a guide for set up.
DELETE AFTER USE.

4

FEDERAL
FOSTER CARE

YOU’RE READY
TO SUBMIT FOR

.

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION

means you want the U.S. government to find you a home in the U.S. to live

4” W x 10” H
GAME MAT TEMPLATE
www.thegamecrafter.com

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION





Pathway: Federal Foster Care
Print a federal foster care set (p. 8-9) for each player who may choose this pathway.
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1
PRUEBA DE QUE
PODRIAS CALIFICAR
PARA VIVIR LEGALMENTE
EN LOS E.E.U.U.

PROOF THAT YOU MAY
QUALIFY TO STAY
IN THE U.S. LEGALLY

2

2

ENTREVISTA
TELEFÓNICA CON TU
HOGAR O FAMILIA
ADOPTIVA

PHONE INTERVIEW
WITH YOUR FOSTER
FAMILY OR GROUP
HOME

3

3

ACUERDO ENTRE TÚ Y
TU FAMILIA ADOPTIVA
O CASA DE GRUPO

AGREEMENT BETWEEN
YOU & YOUR FOSTER
FAMILY OR GROUP
HOME
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If total is 1 or you didn’t say 3
items: You’re not approved.
Now you can only file for
foster care or reunification.

Safe Zone

This is the minimum recommended border
area. If you want a border around the edge
of your gameboard, you will want it to extend
the width of this guide on each side of the board.

LETTER FROM PERSON
MEETING YOU IN
HOME COUNTRY

flip over a

Trim Line
Get to the phone

This is the actual cutline of
your final design.

Bleed Zone

2

Border Area
Get to the case manager

You don’t have any travel documents so
you must ask your case manager to get a
copy from your country’s consulate.

This is the minimum recommended border
area. If you want a border around the edge
of your gameboard, you will want it to extend
the width of this guide on each side of the board.

PLEASE NOTE:

Remove this layer before sending
the file to print. This layer is
provided as a guide for set up.
DELETE AFTER USE.

1

Extend any game artwork/color to the
edge (covering the gray) if you want your
design to extend to the edge on the final
print. We require a bleed of 1/8”. Please use
the Safe Zone guide line to prevent trimming
of essential text/images. The bleed is to make
sure your design/color extends to the edge of
the board.

Bleed Zone

Extend any game artwork/color to the
edge (covering the gray) if you want your
design to extend to the edge on the final
print. We require a bleed of 1/8”. Please use
the Safe Zone guide line to prevent trimming
of essential text/images. The bleed is to make
sure your design/color extends to the edge of
the board.

TRAVEL
DOCUMENTS

Border Area

This is the actual cutline of
your final design.

Trim Line

DO NOT place ANY important
text/images beyond this
dotted line. Anything past the
dotted line has the potential for
being trimmed. This line is provided
to prevent trimming of your text/images.

Safe Zone

www.thegamecrafter.com
4” W x 10” H
GAME MAT TEMPLATE

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION

The U.S. government wants to make sure
an adult will meet and take care of you
when you go back to your home country.
You need to call and tell this person to
send a letter to your case manager.

3

DO NOT place ANY important
text/images beyond this
dotted line. Anything past the
dotted line has the potential for
being trimmed. This line is provided
to prevent trimming of your text/images.

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION

LAWYER TO
REPRESENT
YOU IN COURT

GAME MAT TEMPLATE
www.thegamecrafter.com

turn until you get a lawyer

card on each

Get to law office then

If total is 2 or more: Say the 3
items you collected, and you’re
approved!

On the turn after you’ve
collected these 3 items, go into
courthouse
and roll
.

PLEASE NOTE:

VOLUNTARY DEPARTURE

means you want to return to your home country

The U.S. government wants to make sure
an adult will meet you and take care of
you when you return to your home country.
You need to call and tell this person to
send a letter to your case manager.

You want to go back to your
home country.

Remove this layer before sending
the file to print. This layer is
provided as a guide for set up.
DELETE AFTER USE.

4

VOLUNTARY
DEPARTURE

YOU’RE READY
TO SUBMIT FOR

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION

4” W x 10” H

PLEASE NOTE: DELETE THIS GUIDELINE LAYER BEFORE SAVING YOUR FINAL VERSION





Pathway: Voluntary Departure
Print a voluntary departure set (p. 10-11) for each player who may choose this pathway.
Also print one set total of lawyer cards (p. 12-13) which can be used by all players.
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1
DOCUMENTO DE VIAJE

TRAVEL DOCUMENT

2

2

CARTA DE LA PERSONA
QUE TE CUIDARÁ
EN TU PAÍS DE ORIGEN

LETTER FROM PERSON
IN HOME COUNTRY
WHO WILL CARE
FOR YOU

3

3
ABOGADO QUE TE
REPRESENTE EN
LA CORTE

LAWYER TO
REPRESENT YOU
IN COURT
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before collecting any more items.

Your case manager learns about your criminal history.
Talk to probation officer and agree to probation terms.
Get to

before collecting any more items.

Your case manager learns about your criminal history.
You need to ask for copies of your court reports.
Get to

You're doing such a great job checking in with
the case manager that you already have an
appointment to meet again!
On any of your turn, go directly to
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

from envelope.

Oh no, the foster care family you are trying to live
with cannot take care of you now. Your case manager
has found you another foster care home so you must do
a phone interview with the new family.
If already collected, remove
You must get this item again.

before collecting any more items.

If already collected, remove

from envelope.

Oh no, the foster care family you are trying to live
with cannot take care of you now. Your case manager
has found you another foster care home so you must do
a phone interview with the new family.

On any of your turn, go directly to
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You're doing such a great job checking in with
the case manager that you already have an
appointment to meet again!

Get to

Shelter staff tells your case manager that you do not
care about going to school. Write a letter about your
new interest in learning based upon your school
experience at the detention center.




You must get this item again.

You are rewarded for excellent behavior!

On any of your turns, take an extra turn.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for excellent behavior!

On any of your turns, go directly to
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You're doing such a great job checking in with
the case manager that you already have an
appointment to meet again!




On any of your turns, take an extra turn.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)
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You're doing such a great job checking in with
the case manager that you already have an
appointment to meet again!
On any of your turns, go directly to
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for excellent behavior!

On any of your turns, take an extra turn.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for excellent behavior!

On any of your turns, take an extra turn.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for excellent behavior!

On any of your turns, take an extra turn.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for excellent behavior!

On any of your turns, go directly to
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You're doing such a great job checking in with
the case manager that you already have an
appointment to meet again!




On any of your turns, take an extra turn.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)
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If already collected, remove

from envelope.

Your sponsor tells your case manager that a household
member won’t give his fingerprints. Your case manager
reminds your sponsor that fingerprints of all household
members living in the house are needed.

On any of your turns, take an extra turn.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for excellent behavior!

On any of your turns, go directly to
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You're doing such a great job checking in with
the case manager that you already have an
appointment to meet again!




You must get this item again.
















before collecting any more items.

You’ve been rude to the shelter staff. You must get
counseling from clinician.

Get to

before collecting any more items.

The shelter staff is concerned about your anger issues.
You must talk through your issues with the clinician.

Get to

before collecting any more items.

You get into a fight with another child in the
detention center. Write a letter of apology to this child
saying that you regret your actions.
Get to

before collecting any more items.

before collecting any more items.

before collecting any more items.

You get into a fight with another child in the
detention center. Write a letter of apology to this child
saying that you regret your actions.

Get to

Your case manager finds out that you previously
worked illegally in the U.S. Write a letter saying you
won’t work now because you can attend school.

Get to

You’ve been rude to the shelter staff. You must get
counseling from clinician.




Get to
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before collecting any more items.

before collecting any more items.

Uh oh, your case manager realizes something was not
done correctly.

Get to

Your case manager is worried about your sponsor
taking good care of you because there is a history of
neglect. Call your sponsor and ask him to get letters
from the community saying how he is now an active
member of the community.

Get to

Uh oh, your case manager finds out your sponsor does
not have a bed for you. Call your sponsor and ask
them to get a bed for you.




From the envelope that has your
, remove the
last item collected. You must get this item again.
















You are rewarded for good behavior in the center.

On any of your turns, move 3 additional spaces.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for good behavior in the center.

On any of your turns, move 3 additional spaces.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for good behavior in the center.

On any of your turns, move 3 additional spaces.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for good behavior in the center.

On any of your turns, move 3 additional spaces.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for good behavior in the center.

On any of your turns, move 3 additional spaces.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for good behavior in the center.




On any of your turns, move 3 additional spaces.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for good behavior in the center.

On any of your turns, move 3 additional spaces.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)

You are rewarded for good behavior in the center.

On any of your turns, move 3 additional spaces.
(Keep this card until you’ve used it once.)
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